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Final Review in Brussels
In November 2017 ACCEPT project
went through its final review by the
EU Commission, so that the ACCEPT
partners came together to Brussels
for this occasion. The consortium
presented the final results of the
project with the clear objective to
demonstrate the full potential of
the system to the reviewers.
For this reason, the consortium
decided to show the integrated
functionalities of the ACCEPT
system by simulating a real-life
scenario in the presentation room,
which represented a big challenge
for the team. In order to prepare the
necessary digital information and
visual assets, the user partners from
Belgium (EJD) visited the room in
advance and created a 2D plan of
the meeting room, using the
scanner functionality of ACCEPT.

After that, the floor plan was
transformed in a BIM model with
integrated metadata for all the
building components and exported
to the system server, namely the
Visual Wiki, using the special plugin
developed in the scope of the
project by CYPE.
The presentation started with the
technical demo. During the demo,
the system and all related
functionalities worked flawlessly,
with great satisfaction of the experts
and meeting the consortium
expectations. The results gave
evidence to the importance of such a
tool for the Construction Quality
assessment, so that the reviewers
were convinced of the great
potentials of this tool.
Overall, the feedback received by the
reviewers was very positive. Looking
back over the past three years of the
project duration, we can safely say
that this has been a very exciting and

fruitful project for us.
Fraunhofer Italia will continue the
development of the built-up
methodologies for the coordination
and the improvement of
construction processes in
combination with ICT in future
research projects and use the gained
expertise within his own services and
courses.
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